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We present Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy measurements of the quasi-one dimensional super-
conductor K2Cr3As3. We find that the Fermi surface contains two Fermi surface sheets, with linearly dispersing
bands not displaying any significant band renormalizations. The one-dimensional band dispersions display a
suppression of spectral intensity approaching the Fermi level according to a linear power law, over an energy
range of ∼ 200 meV. This is interpreted as a signature of Tomonoga-Luttinger liquid physics, which provides a
new perspective on the possibly unconventional superconductivity in this family of compounds.

The recently-discovered quasi-one dimensional (q1D) su-
perconductors A2Cr3As3 (A=K,Rb,Cs) present a new op-
portunity for the study of the phenomena which may occur
when electrons are effectively confined to one dimension.
The hexagonal crystal structure consists of infinite stacks of
[Cr3As3] clusters running along the c axis, which form the
one-dimensional structural motif [1, 2]. The A+ ions between
the chains transfer charge and mediate inter-chain coupling
thus rendering the material q1D. The inclusion of Cr in the
structure is a rare example of incorporating 3d orbitals into
a q1D system, as opposed to the well-known case of 4d or-
bitals in metallic Mo-based q1D systems Li0.9Mo6O17 and
Tl2Mo6Se6, which brings the possibility of strong correla-
tions [1] and magnetic interactions, which may be frustrated
due to the triangular Cr motifs in the structure [3]. Super-
conductivity is found at 6.1 K in K2Cr3As3 [4], which ranks
amongst the highest Tc for q1D systems, and has been sug-
gested to be of an unconventional nature [1] with some ex-
perimental [5, 6] and theoretical [7–9] support for a triplet
pairing state. Finally the one-dimensionality of the system
makes it a candidate for Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL)
physics [7, 10–12]. This rich set of phenomena constitutes a
very strong motivation for experimental determinations of the
electronic structure by Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spec-
troscopy (ARPES) measurements.

In this Letter we present a detailed study of the electronic
structure of single crystals of K2Cr3As3 using ARPES. We
find a Fermi surface containing two linearly dispersing hole-
like q1D Fermi surface sheets. The overall bandwidth of the
Cr 3d bands and Fermi velocities are comparable to DFT cal-
culations, indicating that the correlated Fermi liquid picture
is not appropriate for K2Cr3As3. Furthermore we show that
the spectral weight of the q1D bands decreases according to
an approximately linear power law over a ∼200 meV energy
scale up to the Fermi level, also obeying a universal temper-
ature scaling relation. This power-law depletion of spectral

weight is a signature of TLL behavior in photoemission mea-
surements of one-dimensional systems. We conclude that the
wide range of fascinating experimental results on A2Cr3As3
should be interpreted within the framework of a q1D system
close to TLL physics.

The highly pure K2Cr3As3 single crystals were prepared
using a high temperature solution growth method [1, 4]. The
starting materials were loaded in an alumina crucible follow-
ing the ratio of K: Cr: As = 6:1:7. The alumina crucible
was welded in a Ta tube and then sealed in an evacuated
quartz ampoule. The quartz ampoule was slowly heated up
to 1173 K and held for 24 h in a furnace, followed by cool-
ing down to 923 K at a rate of 2 K/h. ARPES measure-
ments were performed at the I05-ARPES beamline at Dia-
mond Light Source, UK. Straight stick-like samples with typ-
ical sizes of ∼2000x200x200µm were selected and prepared
for ARPES measurements with the standard top-post cleavage
method in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The gluing of the sam-
ples to the holders and the attachment of top posts was per-
formed in a dry Ar glove box. Samples were carefully aligned
such that the long axis of the stick-like samples was paral-
lel with the detector, enabling cuts in kz (dispersion parallel
to the crystal c-axis) to be obtained. In this geometry, vary-
ing either polar rotation of the sample or the incident pho-
ton energy manipulates the wavevector component k|| in the
(a, b)-plane of the crystal, although absolute determination of
the in-plane wavevector is difficult. Data are obtained with
an incident photon energy of hν = 96 eV, with linear po-
larization either along the crystal c-axis (“LV”) or orthogonal
across (“LH”). The experimental energy resolution was set
to 23 meV. The Fermi level was obtained from reference mea-
surements on polycrystalline gold. Density Functional Theory
(DFT) calculations were performed in Wien2k [13] using the
experimental crystal structure [1].

In Fig. 1a), we show the crystal structure of K2Cr3As3 pro-
jected in the (a,b) plane [1]. The Cr3As3 chains extend along
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FIG. 1. a) Crystal structure of K2Cr3As3 viewed down the c-axis. b) Angle-integrated photoemission spectrum obtained at 10 K (upper
half), compared with the Density of States calculated from DFT (lower half). The experimental and calculated Cr 3d bandwidth are in good
agreement. c) ARPES measurements of Cr 3d valence band dispersions, obtained with horizontal (LH) and vertical (LV) linear polarizations of
the incident photons. The spectra are overlaid with DFT calculations along the Γ-A for reference, which show broad agreement. The calculated
bands are colored by the primary orbital character of the band as indicated. d) Experimental Fermi surface map of K2Cr3As3 constructed by
integrating spectral weight within 50 meV of the Fermi level, consisting of two pairs of q1D bands. e,f) Calculated Fermi surface of K2Cr3As3;
here spin-orbit coupling is included and colours represent different bands not orbital characters.

the c axis are separated by K+ guest ions in two inequiva-
lent positions. Thus the electronic structure is expected to be
dominated by q1D dispersions arising mainly from Cr 3d or-
bitals, which combine into molecular orbitals on the triangu-
lar Cr plaquettes [7, 14] . In Fig. 1b) we present the shal-
low core level spectrum of K2Cr3As3. The K 3p core levels
around 18 eV display a multi-peak structure [15], reflecting
the inequivalent K sites [1] . A shallow bump around 11 eV
binding energy matches well with the As 4p levels in the cal-
culation. The brightest feature in the spectrum from 4 eV
up to the Fermi level consists of the Cr 3d valence bands.
Fig. 1c) shows the dispersions of these bands along kz . The
observed periodicity along kz matches with the expected Bril-
louin zone, and some dispersions can be associated with par-
ticular bands in the DFT calculations. Thus we are confident
that our measurements are representative of the bulk band dis-
persions derived from various subshells of the Cr 3d-band and
that the sample is a single crystal. Due to photoemission
matrix element effects, the intensity of dispersions depends
strongly on the light polarization. In particular, the intense
and highly dispersive band in the left panel of Fig. 1c) (LH
polarization) is suppressed in LV polarization (right panel),
whereas the q1D bands extending up to the Fermi level are pri-
marily observed in LV polarization. We note that these spec-
tra were taken from a freshly cleaved sample; over a relatively

short timescale of a few hours in good UHV the Cr 3d bands
lose intensity and the detail in the K core level structure is lost
as the surface degrades (see Supplemental Material, SM [16]).

There is a good agreement between the DFT calculation
and the experimental bandwidth of the Cr 3d bands, as shown
in Fig. 1b,c). This is a somewhat surprising observation given
that K2Cr3As3 has previously been suggested as a strongly
correlated electron system due to the anomalously large Som-
merfeld coefficient [1, 4]. Metallic systems with strong corre-
lations usually manifest in ARPES with renormalized quasi-
particle bands which become sharp at the Fermi level, and the
overall bandwidth can appear compressed compared to DFT
calculations. However here the observed Cr 3d dispersions
generally have a similar bandwidth to the calculations, and
Fermi velocities are also similar as shown in Table I, thus only
minor or no renormalization effects are found.

In Fig. 1d) we present the Fermi surface map of K2Cr3As3.
This map is constructed by integrating the spectral weight to
a much deeper binding energy of 50 meV than would rou-
tinely be used in ARPES analysis; this is necessary since the
measured spectral weight disappears as the Fermi level is ap-
proached, as will be discussed later. The DFT calculations
shown in Fig. 1e,f) predict the existence of two pairs of q1D
bands (α,β) and a q3D band (γ); due to the absence of in-
version symmetry in the crystal structure [1] the inclusion of
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FIG. 2. a) ARPES dispersion obtained at 10 K for a cut along the
kz direction. Vertical red lines indicate the Brillouin zone centre and
boundary. b) Detailed dispersions close to the Fermi level and c)
selected momentum distribution curves stacked according to binding
energy, showing the suppression of spectral weight approaching the
Fermi level. d) Band positions and f) fit amplitude of the outer and
inner bands. e) Integrated spectral weight for this cut, compared to a
polycrystalline Au reference.

spin-orbit coupling in the calculation splits these bands fur-
ther. Experimentally, the Fermi surface is found to include
only two 1D bands, with no indication of any 3D Fermi sur-
faces. Any spin-orbit induced splitting is not resolved.

In Fig. 2 we present a detailed analysis of cut a measured
in LV polarization which includes the pair of bands which
approach the Fermi level. Band positions are extracted in
Fig. 2d) by constrained fits of pairs of Lorentzian lineshapes.
Both band dispersions are found to be near linear over this
energy range, and the derived Fermi wavevectors and veloc-
ities are summarized in Table I. The most notable feature of

this spectrum is that the spectral weight decreases gradually as
the Fermi level is approached, which is clear from both from
the data slices in Fig. 2c) and the integrated spectral weight
in Fig. 2e). In Fig. 2f) we plot the intensity of the bands as
derived from the peak fitting. Both bands show a near linear
rise of intensity within EB < 0.03 eV, after which the outer
band intensity saturates to finite values, while the inner band,
which dominates in the total intensity, continues to rise.

While a resolution-limited Fermi cut-off is typically ob-
served in ARPES measurements, as shown by the polycrys-
talline Au reference measurement in Fig. 2e), the continuous
suppression of the single-particle spectral weight is a char-
acteristic of ARPES measurements of several different q1D
systems [17]. One could consider if it may result from or-
der formation, such as a charge density wave leading to a gap
opening atEF . However, given that our momentum space sur-
veys show the same spectral weight depletion everywhere in
momemtum space, while the material exhibits metallic resis-
tivity without any anomalies except the superconducting tran-
sition [4, 6], we exclude an ordering-related energy gap atEF .
The interplay between disorder and electron interactions may
also deplete the DOS near the Fermi level [18, 19], which
has recently been proposed for the interpretation of ARPES
spectra [20, 21]. The Altshuler-Aronov theory for interacting
disordered metals [19] predicts that density of states near the
Fermi level is a non-zero constant plus an anomalous power
law contribution (in 3-D) [21]. However we can dismiss this
assignment since our measured DOS extrapolates to zero at
the Fermi level even though the samples are good conductors.

Thus we interpret the missing spectral weight on these q1D
dispersions as evidence for the peculiar excitation spectra of
a Tomonoga-Luttinger liquid (TLL), where in one dimension
the quasi-particle description of excitations breaks down and
the highly collective modes allow for low energy excitations
only at infinitely small momentum transfer. This leads to a
vanishing quasiparticle weight Z [22], and a recovery of spec-
tral weight according to a power law, both as a function of
binding energy and temperature. Spectra in agreement with
the power law predictions of this model have been observed
in varied q1D systems including Li0.9Mo6O17 [23], carbon
nanotubes [24] and Bi chains grown on InSb(001) [25].

In Fig. 3a) we present the temperature-dependence of in-
tegrated intensity corresponding to the data shown in Fig. 2.
The power law behavior of the spectral weight at low tem-
peratures is directly visualized in the double-logarithmic plot

TABLE I. Dispersion parameters of the q1D bands α and β. vF is
estimated from fits to DFT dispersion over the same range as the
experimental data for direct comparison.

Exp Γ-A K-H M-L
kαF (Å−1) 0.37(4) 0.3 0.35 0.35
vαF (eV Å) 2.4(8) 1.3 2.6 2.8
kβF (Å−1) 0.23(4) 0.27 0.28 0.28
vβF (eV Å) 2.8(8) 1.7 1.3 1.3
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FIG. 3. Integrated spectral weight within in the range −0.5 < kz <
0.5 Å−1. Data are normalised in the range 250 < EB < 200 meV.
b) Logarithmic plot of (a), after subtraction of constant offset from
background (taken well above EF ). Black line is linear fit of log-
arithmic data in range 20 < EB < 200 meV at 10 K, implying a
power law of α = 0.974. c) Fits to TLL spectral function at selected
temperatures, obtaining very similar values of α. Data are offset for
clarity. d) Scaling plot, showing that the data at various temperatures
collapse onto one curve for α = 1.

of Fig. 3b). A fit to the data at 10 K yields a nearly linear
(α=0.974) exponent which applies over an energy range of
more than an decade. At higher temperatures, the data de-
part from the simple power law curve below ∼30 meV, and
a more substantial spectral weight remains at the Fermi level.
To model the finite temperature effects, we use a more detailed
formula for the intensity (I) of the spectral function, which
has a smooth transition from a low-energy regime involving
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function f(ε, T ) to a high-energy
regime dominated by a power law relation:

I(ε, T ) ∝ Tα cosh
( ε

2

) ∣∣∣∣Γ(
1 + α

2
+ i

ε

2π

)∣∣∣∣2 f(ε, T ), (1)

where ε = E/kBT (cited from [25], see also Refs. [26, 27]
for further discussion).

Direct fits of this equation (convolved with experimental
resolution) to data at selected temperatures in the binding en-
ergy range 140 < EB < −30 meV are presented in Fig. 3c),
showing good agreement. The fitted exponents α are found
to be in the range 0.97-1.03 for all measured temperatures.
Eq. (1) also implies a scaling relation; on a plot of I/Tα as
a function of temperature-renormalized energy ε = E/kBT ,
the various curves as a function of temperature should col-
lapse for the correct choice of α. The plot with α = 1

in Fig. 3d) shows excellent scaling behavior; other choices
of α away from 1 show progressively worse scaling (SM).
The combination of the power law fit, the fitting of Eq. 1
and the temperature scaling relation gives good evidence that
K2Cr3As3 follows the expected behavior for a TLL on both
the temperature and energy axes, with a characteristic expo-
nent α '1. The temperature-independent exponent α '1 is of
a comparable magnitude to exponents observed in other rec-
ognized TLL systems [28–30]. A decisive proof of the TLL
state could come from the observation of spin-charge separa-
tion. Our data do not provide such evidence, though it may be
hidden in the considerably large widths of the features as sharp
spinon and chargon excitations are only expected in cases with
much lower α < 0.5 [29]. We thus conclude that the photo-
electron spectroscopy data presented here constitute evidence
for TLL or closely related physics.

Resistivity measurements along the c axis of clean sin-
gle crystal samples are found to obey a T 3 scattering law
[2, 4, 6], as opposed to the T 2 expectation for a Fermi liq-
uid. Moreover NMR measurements of K2Cr3As3 found an
unusual temperature-dependence of the spin relaxation rate,
inconsistent with the Korringa law expectation of a Fermi liq-
uid but reminiscent of other TLL systems [10]. While spin
fluctuations could still be relevant to both these discussions,
deviation from Fermi liquid behavior is certainly expected in
the context of these ARPES results which show an absence of
low-energy quasiparticle excitations. The ARPES results also
demand a different explanation of the anomalously large Som-
merfeld coefficient [1, 4], other than the picture of quasipar-
ticles renormalized by electron-electron (or electron-phonon
[31, 32]) interactions. We predict that STM studies would
show a similar power law behavior to our observations [33].

Our ARPES data shows that the TLL persists down to 10 K,
near the superconducting Tc. Therefore the best starting point
for understanding superconductivity may be with TLLs hosted
by 1-D Cr3As3 stacks [7, 11] and only weakly coupled by the
K guest ions, rather than with quasiparticles occupying 3-D
Fermi surfaces [8, 34]. In q1D superconductors the guest ion
type and disorder are crucial for controlling superconductivity,
as exemplified in the M2Mo6Se6 family with guest ion M=Tl,
In, Na, K, Rb [35–37]. Further ARPES and STM studies of
the AxCr3As3 family, changing the guest ions to Rb2, Cs2, K
[38–40], could illuminate its superconducting state.

In conclusion, we have presented an ARPES study of single
crystals of K2Cr3As3. We find a Fermi surface containing two
hole-like q1D Fermi surface sheets with linear dispersions.
The spectral weight of the q1D bands decreases according to
an approximately linear power law over a ∼200 meV energy
scale up to the Fermi level, and obeys a universal temperature
scaling. This is interpreted as a signature of TLL behavior.
These results give a new perspective on the rich physics in the
q1D A2Cr3As3 superconductor family.
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